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Numbers 0-25 Flash Cards can help your child learn numbers, counting, addition, and subtraction.

Each card presents a number and either the number word or a set of colorful pictures representing

the number. The Parent Card suggests activities to help your child learn numbers, addition, and

subtraction.
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I've purchased several flash card packages from School Zone now, and they're just great! The

cards are about the same card stock as playing cards, with one side shiny/laminated and the other

side not. One thing I noted was that despite the "flimsiness" of the cards that other reviewers

mentioned, these cards can take a beating - my two toddlers have bent, squashed, and thrown

around these cards and amazingly none of them have torn! Even if they did, for less than $2 a pack,

it's not a problem. There are actually two separate counting decks included in this pack. The shiny

side on the first set features bright, colorful images, while the dull side features the number and the

word in a soft blue color. The shiny side on the second set features the numbers in bright colors,

while the dull side features the words in a soft blue color. There is also a parent teaching card, a

card with information regarding addition and subtraction, and two cards that show a plus, a minus,

and an equals sign (The plus and minus is on one card, while there are two equal signs on the other

card). There are more than 50 cards in a deck, including the teaching cards, the symbol cards, and



all the number cards.We pack these cards with us when we go to restaurants for the kids to learn

while waiting - it definitely keeps them busy until our entrees arrive! Highly recommended!

While these flash cards are sturdy and brightly colored to capture my child's attention, they pose

one major flaw. Each number >5 is grouped into sets of 5 both physically and via color. This greatly

confuses my child when I ask him to count the pictures on the flash card. For example the number 8

has 5 orange hats in one group and then 3 green hats below. When I ask him to count the pictures

he tells me 5 hats and 3 hats rather than continuing to count to 8. This type of grouping would have

been better served in the addition themed pack, not the numbers 0-25 pack. It wouldn't bother me

as much if the "5" card had all the same color cars, as numbers 1-4 are all identical pictures (

number 2 has two same colored bees, 3 has three blue airplanes, 4 has four yellow fish). For

whatever reason the number 5 card is the only card in the entire pack to have five object with

different colors (1 red, 1 blue, 1 orange, 1 yellow, and 1 green car). This makes the statement,

"each number greater than 4 is divided into groups of 5, false, rendering the cards useless to us. As

a math teacher I cannot understand what the manufacturers were thinking. Good concept, horrible

execution!!

I am very pleased with these cards. The paper is no thinner than I expected--similar to playing

cards. After using many flash card sets through 3 kids and now teaching a great niece--these are

exactly what I wanted. You actually get two sets--one with the number on one side and pictures on

the other. The other set is just the numeral on one side and the numeral name on the other. I bought

these to not only use as normal flash cards but to use for outside chalk games. At this price, I will be

ordering another set with my next order just for the outside games. I would highly recommend this

set if you are looking for cards to teach the names and meaning of each number.

If you're getting flashcards for the first time, try single objects first and later get these. These

flashcards are still advanced for my little ones. For example, the one on the cover shows 5 cars. My

little ones want to say car instead of count to five. Soon they'll get there. I'm just passing on what

I've learned about using flashcards.Another point on flashcards is that they're fairly disposable.

When you get several packs, expect repetition. They all seem to feature the same set of objects.My

children like using flashcards so much that it can drive a person almost crazy. Lately I've upgraded

them to Google Images, where I'll type something like "car" or "fish" or "apple" and bring up the

pictures from the Internet. They love that game beyond words - much more fun that flashcards.



I really needed a new set of number cards for my daycare, after searching for a similar set I had, I

finally found this set. I really enjoy how sturdy and easy to hold this set is. When we are doing fast

counting it is easy to slide a card from the front to back. They do not stick which is really nice too.

The kids really like that there is a picture to go with the number and have fun counting how many of

that picture there is. The numbers and words are very easy to read.

These were great addition to our son's 2000+ flash cards collection! Each day we used between

200-300 cards for our son's daily learning routine. These cards were reasonably good quality &

fairly competitive pricing! Colors are bright. Might be a good idea to have real pictures/photographs

instead of cartoonistic.

My Two year old broke into these and tried to eat them. But he can also identify 1-10 and is working

on 11-25 so it's a win. These wonderful brand new cards look like they are 30 years old now that

they've been in the hands of Toddler Tornado, but it appears they will last another 30 years :) Got

these in a bundle with Colors and Shapes and The Alphabet (and one other that my sinus infected

brain won't let me remember).
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